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STRONG DECAYS OF MESONS IN THE 3P0 MODELUSING SOPHISTICATED WAVE FUNCTIONS �B. Silvestre-Bra and R. BonnazInstitut des Sienes Nuléaires53 Avenue des Martyrs, F38026 Grenoble Cedex, Frane(Reeived July 4, 2000)We apply the 3P0 model to the strong deay of a meson into two mesons.We modify the traditional vertex by allowing a momentum and �avor de-pendent form. Moreover the meson wave funtions are obtained using re-alisti quark�antiquark potentials inluding �nite size for the quarks, in-stanton e�ets, spin�orbit and tensor fores. The results are in very goodagreement with the data.PACS numbers: 12.39.Jh 1. IntrodutionIt is no doubt that Quantum Chromodynamis (QCD) is presently agood theory for strong interations, but the formalism is ompliated andthe results that an be obtained in the non perturbative regime are not easyto be derived from �rst priniples.On the other hand, mesoni resonanes are very abundant and they arethe simplest systems that an be used as a probe for exploring the nonperturbative properties of QCD. The desription of mesons an be done ina number of theoretial frameworks, but we present here only a formulationbased on a non relativisti potential model. One an �nd potentials thatallow a very good desription of the spetra. But spetra are not verystringent observables to test the wave funtions. We must rely on otherobservables, suh as stati or dynamial properties.In this paper, we fous our attention on the strong deay of a meson intotwo mesons A! B+C, that results from a q�q pair reation in the so-alled3P0 model. We onsider the ase where the mesons in the �nal state arestable or have a narrow width. We present the results with the best realistiwave funtions and dynamial vertex.� Presented at the Meson 2000, Sixth International Workshop on Prodution, Proper-ties and Interation of Mesons, Craow, Poland, May 19�23, 2000.(2517)



2518 B. Silvestre-Bra, R. Bonnaz2. The modelTo desribe the deay, several models have been proposed; they are allphenomenologial. We study here the 3P0 model in whih the pair is reatedwith the quantum numbers of the vauum. Written in seond quantization,the orresponding transition operator has the following form:T = �3X� Z dpdp0Æ(p+ p0)�� jp� p0j2 �� �Y1�p� p02 � by�(p)dy�(p0)�C=1;I=0;S=1;J=0 : (1)The summation runs over the various �avors, by�(p) is the quark reationoperator and dy�(p0) the antiquark reation operator. The oupling makestransparent the 3P0 struture. The dynamial vertex � ���p�p0���2 ! is hosenusually as pure onstant. We give up this presription, and omment thispoint later.The meson wave funtions are also written in seond quantized form andin momentum representation beause this is more suitable in the 3P0 model.The Jaobi oordinates are de�ned as usual. The total momentum oursin a plane wave, whereas the relative momentum p appears in the intrinsiwave funtion '(p), solution of the Shrödinger equation.This last equation is solved with two di�erent potentials DNR and NRALthat have been presented elsewhere ( [1, 2℄). They both inlude entral,hyper�ne part, as well as instanton e�ets and allow for a �nite size for thequark. In addition, NRAL takes into aount spin�orbit and tensor fores.This is the �rst time that suh sophistiated wave funtions are employedin the alulation of strong deays.In the �nal state, the wave funtions for mesons B and C are oupledto adequate quantum numbers. Then the transition operator is sandwihedbetween the initial state and the �nal state. The pratial alulation ismade with help of Wik's theorem. Among the 4 possible ontrations, twoare OZI forbidden and must be disarded, while, in most ases, only oneremains after a suitable labelling of the �nal mesons.The transition amplitude is given by:MA!BC(k) = 1p1 + ÆBC I(A! BC) X C(A! BC)E(A! BC; k) : (2)



Strong Deays of Mesons in the 3P0 Model Using . . . 2519TABLE ISquare root of the partial deay width of a meson into two stable mesons in the�nal hannel. Two potentials DNR and NRAL used for obtaining the meson wavefuntions are onsidered as well as two presriptions for the dynamial vertex.� 12 [MeV 12 ℄Deay  = A  = A+Be�Cp2 Exp.DNR NRAL DNR NRAL�! �� 8.57 8.61 10.19 9.72 12.28 � 0.37'! K �K 1.62 1.82 1.93 2.02 1.92 � 0.06K?(892)! �K 4.91 5.21 5.80 5.82 7.08 � 0.21f2(1270)! �� 13.10 12.64 12.36 12.01 12:53+0:23�0:13f2(1270)! �� 1.36 1.22 0.79 1.01 0.91 � 0.10K?0 (1430)! �K 7.01 13.23 19.75 21.35 16.34 � 1.10f 02(1525)! K �K 8.49 9.26 8.55 9.10 8.06 � 0.56K?2 (1430)! �K 8.78 9.03 8.69 8.81 7.01 � 0.21K?2 (1430)! !K 1.83 1.92 1.20 1.65 1.70 � 0.23a2(1320)! K �K 3.06 3.02 2.29 2.29 2.29 � 0.19f2(1270)! K �K 2.50 2.47 2.93 2.92 2.92 � 0.13f 02(1525)! �� 2.67 3.15 2.76 2.80 2.80 � 0.46a2(1320)! �� 6.67 3.11 5.45 2.83 3.94 � 0.19a2(1320)! �0� 1.71 0.90 1.02 0.75 0.75 � 0.07�3(1690)! �� 10.11 9.02 8.64 7.86 6.14 � 0.26�3(1690)! K �K 2.86 2.78 2.61 2.85 1.59 � 0.14�3(1690)! !� 9.06 4.31 5.86 3.58 5.06 � 0.96f4(2050)! !! 7.98 5.60 7.24 4.86 7.35 � 0.88f4(2050)! �� 10.33 8.64 8.90 7.29 5.95 � 0.32f4(2050)! K �K 2.26 2.17 0.26 0.50 1:19+0:30�0:16f4(2050)! �� 3.22 2.62 2.20 2.15 0.66 � 0.13K1(1270)+ ! !K 4.20 4.70 3.98 4.80 3.15 � 0.45K1(1400)� ! !K 3.52 5.40 3.60 5.62 1.32 � 0.66K?(1410)! �K 2.72 5.50 1.93 4.83 3.91 � 0.42K?2 (1430)! ��K 5.14 5.28 1.51 1.85 0:38+0:44�0:13K?(1680)! �K 4.33 7.44 10.19 10.38 11.16 � 1.94K?3 (1780)! �K 8.12 7.73 6.96 6.85 5.47 � 0.39K?3 (1780)! ��K 5.24 5.09 2.39 2.90 6.91 � 1.56K?4 (2045)! �K 6.39 5.68 4.80 4.66 4.43 � 0.29�2 542 320 174 157



2520 B. Silvestre-Bra, R. BonnazThe fator I depends on isospin and is merely a 6J symbol, the fatorC ouples spin and spae and is alulated with Raah tehniques, and Edepends on spae degrees of freedom and needs both the dynamial vertexand the wave funtions. It is by far the most ompliated term and takinginto aount the tensor fore makes it still more di�ult to ompute. Somedetails onerning the various expressions an be found in [3℄.The partial width is obtained from the amplitude by the well knowngolden rule formula. Nevertheless, let us stress the fat that the results aremuh better if one uses a relativisti phase spae fator.2.1. Results and onlusionsTo determine the free parameters entering the vertex, we seleted a sam-ple of 12 transitions and made a best �t on the orresponding widths. Then,with the resulting vertex, we alulated several other transition widths. Theresults are presented in the Table I, where the square root of the widthalulated with 2 potentials and 2 verties (the onstant one and the �on-stant+gaussian� one) are ompared to the experimental data. It is very learfrom this table that a momentum dependent vertex gives improved valuesas ompared to a onstant one. Both potentials give more or less the samequality although the meson wave funtions di�er sometimes appreiably. Infat, the vertex drives the quality and di�erent wave funtions partiipateto di�erent sets of parameters with an overall equivalent desription.The 3P0 model, although phenomenologial, leads to very good resultsfor the deay of a meson into 2 mesons, provided we follow essentially 2 pre-sriptions:� the phase spae fator is an important ingredient for a quantitativeanswer and a relativisti fator must be prefered as ompared to a nonrelativisti one;� the pair reation vertex must depend on the relative momentum ofthe pair. The use of a �onstant+gaussian� vertex is a good ompromisebetween quality and numerial e�ort.Within this framework, with few parameters, one gets remarkable results.REFERENCES[1℄ C. Semay, B. Silvestre-Bra, Nul. Phys. A618, 455 (1997).[2℄ C. Semay, B. Silvestre-Bra, Nul. Phys. A647, 72 (1999).[3℄ R. Bonnaz, B. Silvestre-Bra, Few-Body Syst. 37, 163 (1999).


